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Abstract

We present the type theory LTT, intended to form a basis for
typed target languages, providing an internal notion of logi-
cal proposition and proof. The inclusion of explicit proofs al-
lows the type system to guarantee properties that would oth-
erwise be incompatible with decidable type checking. LTT
also provides linear facilities for tracking ephemeral proper-
ties that hold only for certain program states.

Our type theory allows for re-use of typechecking soft-
ware by casting a variety of type systems within a single
language. We illustrate our methodology of representation
by means of two examples, one functional and one state-
ful, and describe the associated operational semantics and
proofs of type safety.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.3 [Programming Languages]: Miscellaneous;
F.3.1 [Theory of Computation]: Logics and Meanings of
Programs.

General Terms

Languages, Security

1 Introduction

Certified code is a general strategy for providing safety as-
surances to extensible systems without utilizing hardware-
based protection mechanisms. In a certified code architec-
ture, the supplier of any extension code accompanies his or
her code with some sort of checkable evidence that the code
is safe to execute. Then the consumer of that extension code
verifies that safety evidence, thereby establishing the code’s
safety.

A variety of certified code architectures exist, differing
in the kind of code that is certified and in the form that the
safety evidence takes. For example, the SPIN system [2] cer-
tifies source-level Modula-3 programs, and the Java Virtual
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Machine architecture [13] certifies intermediate-level, byte-
code programs. Recently, there has been considerable inter-
est in certified code architectures that operate at the level
of executables, thereby eliminating the need for the code
consumer either to trust the correctness of a just-in-time
compiler, or to incur the performance cost of an interpreter.

Two main directions have been explored for executable-
level certified code: the proof-oriented approach exempli-
fied by Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) [17, 1], and the type-
theoretic approach exemplified by Typed Assembly Lan-
guage (TAL) [16]. In the proof-oriented approach, exe-
cutable programs are accompanied by explicit proofs of
safety expressed in a formal logic. Safety is then verified by
checking the correctness of the proof. In the type-theoretic
approach, executable programs are presented in a strongly
typed executable language, for which a type safety theorem
ensures safety. Safety is then verified by typechecking.

In fact, the two approaches work out to be more simi-
lar than this might suggest, as the proof-oriented approach
tends to be rather type-theoretic in practice. PCC safety
proofs are usually structured using types, and existing im-
plementations of PCC all use the Edinburgh Logical Frame-
work (LF) [8] as their formal logic, in which proof checking
boils down to type checking. Nevertheless, there is an impor-
tant difference between the extrinsic safety evidence of the
proof-oriented approach, and the intrinsic safety evidence of
the type-theoretic approach.

Although the proof-oriented and type-theoretic ap-
proaches each have various strengths and weaknesses we
will not discuss here, the proof-oriented approach has had
two main advantages not enjoyed by the type-theoretic ap-
proach:

First, the proof-oriented approach has been able to pro-
vide greater expressive power than has the type-theoretic
approach. This has been a direct result of the insistence in
TAL on tractable typechecking, which has limited the al-
lowable complexity of the type system. In contrast, in PCC
safety arguments can (in principle) be arbitrarily complex,
because they are backed up by explicit proofs that the code
consumer need not be able to reproduce.

Second, although both approaches have been shown to
be scalable to more powerful type systems [15, 26, 22, 1, 4],
the proof-oriented approach enjoys much greater internal
scalability in the following sense: Each new extension to
TAL requires a new type system, and therefore requires a
new typechecker and a new type safety proof. In contrast,
extensions to PCC do not change the logic in which proofs
are expressed, so the proof checker need not change. Thus,
PCC has been scalable from within the system, while TAL
has been scaled from without.

In this paper we present a type theory devised to in-
corporate these advantages of the proof-oriented approach.
Our type theory contains an explicit notion of logical propo-



sition and proof (encoded using the judgments-as-types cor-
respondence) and allows such propositions to stand in func-
tion domains and codomains, thereby allowing arbitrarily
complicated preconditions and postconditions. This intro-
duction of propositions and proofs as citizens of the type
theory provides a natural and direct solution to the expres-
siveness problem.

Although our ultimate interest is in certified code, in
this paper we present a high-level core language; this allows
us to abstract from the idiosyncrasies of Typed Assembly
Language that are not pertinent our present purposes. Our
type theory, called LTT (for “logical type theory”), is struc-
tured as a (higher-order) polymorphic lambda calculus, aug-
mented with the constructs of the LF type theory. We chose
LF for the logical fragment of our language because it was
specifically designed for encoding type systems; it has been
used very effectively in certified code already; excellent tools
exist for constructing, manipulating and checking LF proofs;
and it fits very nicely into our type theory. LTT is designed
in such a way that existing results and tools pertaining to
LF can be taken off-the-shelf, without any substantial mod-
ification.

Just as LF is instantiated to various different logics by
the choice of a signature (which provide kinds for types con-
stants and types for term constants), LTT is instantiated to
different type theories by the choice of a signature, speci-
fying ordinary types and terms as well as proof types and
terms. This provides internal scalability, as scaling LTT
requires only changes to the signature, not changes to the
typechecker.

Adding the logical power of LF alone provides substan-
tial expressive power for extensions to the type theory. As
an example, we show how LTT can, by appropriate choice of
a signature, express a type system for arrays without auto-
matic bounds checking, following the ideas of Xi, Pfenning,
and Harper [28, 27]. In this example, a well-typed array
subscript operation must be supplied with a proof that the
subscript is within the appropriate bounds. This example is
typical of functional extensions.

In the intuitionistic type theory of LF, once a fact holds,
it holds forever. Accordingly, there is never a need for proofs
to go away. This is satisfactory for purely functional pro-
gramming, and it also suffices for some stateful type systems
as well. For example, the references of Standard ML [14],
once created, never disappear. However, we can provide con-
siderably more expressive power for stateful programming
by going beyond just intuitionistic proofs and adding linear
proof constructs from Linear LF [3] as well. This allows the
proof of facts that hold for the current state, but may later
cease to hold; any operation that may falsify such a fact will
arrange to consume that fact’s proof. As an example, we
show how to support revocable capabilities in the style of
Walker et al.’s region type system [26].

This paper is organized as follows: We begin in Sec-
tion 2 by presenting the intuitionistic fragment of LTT. In
Section 3 we give a sample application of LTT to arrays.
In Section 4 we present the full language for linear, stateful
programming and show its application to revocable capabil-
ities. In Section 5 we give an example of the application of
linearity to stateful programming. These sections are pri-
marily interested in the static semantics of LTT and treat
its operational semantics only informally. We then illustrate
the method of defining operational semantics for instances
of LTT in Section 6.

The intuitionistic fragment of LTT is similar in spirit

proof kinds K ::= P | Πu:A.K
families A ::= a | Ak | λu:A1.A2 | A M |

Πu:A1.A2

objects M ::= u | Mk | λu:A.M | M1M2

Figure 1: Proof Language Syntax

kinds k ::= T | k1 → k2 | Πa:K.k | Πu:A.k
con’s c ::= α | ck |

λα:k.c | c1c2 | λa:K.c | c A | λu:A.c |
c M | c1 → c2 | c1 × c2 |
Πα:k.c | Σα:k.c | Πa:K.c | Σa:K.c |
Πu:A.c | Σu:A.c

terms e ::= x | ek |
λx:c.e | e1e2 | 〈e1, e2〉 | π1e | π2e |
λα:k.e | e c | pack 〈c, e〉 as Σα:k.c |
let 〈α, x〉 = e1 in e2 |
λa:K.e | e A | pack 〈A, e〉 as Σa:K.c |
let 〈a, x〉 = e1 in e2 |
λu:A.e | e M | pack 〈M, e〉 as Σu:A.c |
let 〈u, x〉 = e1 in e2

contexts Γ ::= ε | Γ, α:k | Γ, x:c | Γ, a:K | Γ, u:A

Figure 2: Programming Language Syntax

to recent work by Shao et al. [21], which was developed
independently. In Section 7 we compare the two systems
and discuss the methodological differences in their use.

This paper assumes familiarity with linear logic [7, 24]
and with the propositions-as-types correspondence [11]. Ad-
ditional familiarity with LF and logical frameworks in gen-
eral will be helpful, but is not required.

2 Intuitionistic LTT

The LTT type theory consists of two parts: a proof sub-
language, and a computational programming language built
around it. LTT is structured with a syntactic division be-
tween the proof language and the surrounding programming
language, allowing the proof language to be precisely the
LF type theory. This design allows us to reuse a consider-
able body of existing LF results—particularly metatheoretic
proofs—and tools. The surrounding programming language
is influenced by the proof language, but not vice versa.

2.1 The Proof Language

The proof language (given in Figure 1) consists of three syn-
tactic classes: objects (M), which are the terms of the proof
language; families (A), which are the types and type con-
structors; and proof kinds (K), which are the “types” of
families. As in LF (and as we illustrate by example below),
objects implement individuals and formulas of the logic, in-
ference rules, and complete proofs.

Families of kind P are the types of objects; these specify
classes of individuals and logical assertions. Families of a
higher kind Πu:A.K are functions mapping objects in family
A to families in kind K, where u stands for the argument and
may appear free in K. The family constructs are variables a,
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constants Ak , lambda abstractions λu:A1.A2, applications
of functions A M , and dependent function spaces Πu:A1.A2

(where u again stands for the argument and is permitted
to appear free in A2). When u does not appear free in A2,
we will often write Πu:A1.A2 as A1 → A2, and similarly
for kinds. The object constructs are variables u, constants
Mk , lambda abstractions λu:A.M , and function applications
M1M2.

Constants are drawn from an unspecified infinite set. As
in LF, the kinds of family constants and the families of ob-
ject constants are given by a signature, which is simply a
mapping from constants to their kinds or families. Unlike
LF, we permit signatures to be infinite (and therefore we
do not provide syntactic rules for them), but this causes no
complication to the metatheory, as only finitely many con-
stants can appear in any given expression.

Our proof language also differs from the LF type the-
ory in that it includes family variables (which LF omits).
This difference also does not complicate the metatheory of
the proof language since it provides no binding construct for
family variables, and therefore the proof language may con-
sider variables simply to be additional constants. However,
family variables will be useful in the full language.

Example To illustrate the use of the proof language, we
provide the following example (abbreviated from Harper et
al. [8]) of a fragment of first-order logic. Suppose we wish
to reason about natural numbers t given by the syntax

t ::= u | 0 | succ(t)

and first-order propositions over the natural numbers given
by the syntax:

ϕ ::= t1 = t2 | ϕ1 ⊃ ϕ2 | ∀u.ϕ

We first implement the syntax by introducing into the sig-
nature the constants:

i : P
z : i
s : i→ i

o : P
eq : i→ i→ o
impl : o→ o→ o
all : (i→ o)→ o

The family i contains the individuals of the logic (the nat-
ural numbers in this case), and o contains the propositions.
Note that each syntactic form other than variables has its
own constant to represent it. In the LF methodology, vari-
ables in the logic are always represented simply by variables
in the LF type theory; this allows for a very elegant treat-
ment of binding. For example, the proposition ∀u. u = u is
represented by the object all (λu:i. equ u).

With syntax taken care of, we next wish to implement
judgements and proofs. The relevant judgement in this case
is truth of propositions, which is implemented by the con-
stant tr : o → P . For any proposition ϕ implemented by
M , tr M will be inhabited exactly when ϕ is provable. It
remains to give proof terms (representing inference rules of
the logic) inhabiting the tr family. A few examples of these
are:

eqrefl : Πu:i. tr (equ u)
implelim : Πu:o. Πv:o. tr (implu v)→ tr u→ tr v
allintro : Πf :i→ o. (Πu:i. tr (f u))→ tr (all f)

For example, the judgement that ∀u. u = u is true is repre-
sented by the family tr (all (λu:i. equ u)), and is proved by

the object allintro (λu:i. equ u) (λu:i. eqrefl i). Note that
here, unlike the usual propositions-as-types correspondence,
judgements are types and propositions are merely terms (not
types). A full account of first-order logic in LF appears in
Harper et al. [8].

Harper et al. also give a proof of the adequacy prop-
erty, which states that there is a compositional bijection
between derivations in first-order logic and well-formed LF
terms (with the respect to this signature) of the appropriate
type. A theorem of this form must be proven in order for any
representation in LF to be considered successful, and it is
essential to the appropriateness of an encoding for use with
LTT. It is this adequacy property of a representation that
gives derivations encoded in LF the force of actual proofs,
so it will play a critical role when we discuss type safety in
LTT. We revisit this issue in Section 6.1.

2.2 The Programming Language

The LTT programming language is the higher-order poly-
morphic lambda calculus augmented with products, and
with dependent products and sums over proof kinds and
families. The syntax appears in Figure 2 and consists of
three classes: terms (e), type constructors (c, usually called
“constructors” for short), and kinds (k). Constructors of
kind T are the types of terms; we will often use the metavari-
able τ for constructors intended to be types. Contexts are
used to assign a type, kind, or family to each variable.

The types are ordinary functions and products (τ1 → τ2

and τ1 × τ2), dependent products over kinds, proof kinds
and families (Πα:k.τ , Πa:K.τ , and Πu:A.τ), and dependent
sums over the same classes (Σα:k.τ , Σa:K.τ , and Σu:A.τ).
When the variable being bound does not appear in the body,
we will often write dependent products with an → and de-
pendent sums with a ×. The types Πα:k.τ and Σα:k.τ are
also often rendered with the quantifiers ∀ and ∃ in place of
Π and Σ, and we will sometimes do so as well.

The higher-kind constructors are lambda abstractions
over kinds, proof kinds and families and have the usual
elimination forms. Functions abstracting over proof kinds
and families have the dependent product kinds Πa:K.k and
Πu:A.k (which we write using an → when the variable does
not appear free in k). Functions abstracting over kinds have
the usual kind (no dependency is necessary since construc-
tors cannot appear within kinds).

At the term level, dependent products are introduced
and eliminated using the usual abstraction and application
constructs. Dependent sums are introduced using pack ex-
pressions (e.g., pack 〈M, e〉 as Σu:A.τ) generating the indi-
cated type, and eliminated through pattern matching using
let expressions. Functions and products are introduced and
eliminated in the usual ways.

As in the proof language, constructor and term constants
(ck and ek) are drawn from an unspecified infinite set, and
are assigned kinds and types by a signature. Signatures are
formalized in Section 2.3.

An extended example of the use of LTT in practice is
given in Section 3.

2.3 Static Semantics

To begin defining the static semantics of LTT, we must ham-
mer down the notion of a signature. Signatures, since they
may be infinite, are not given by expressions within the type
theory. They are defined as follows:
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Judgement Interpretation

Γ `S k kind k is a valid kind
Γ `S c : k c is a valid constructor of kind k
Γ `S e : τ e is a valid term of type τ
Γ `S K pkind K is a valid proof kind
Γ `S A : K A is a valid family of kind K
Γ `S M : A M is a valid object of family A
`S Γ context Γ is a valid context

Γ `S k1 = k2 kind k1 and k2 are equal kinds
Γ `S c1 = c2 : k c1 and c2 are equal constructors
Γ `S K1 = K2 pkind K1 and K2 are equal proof kinds
Γ `S A1 = A2 : K A1 and A2 are equal families
Γ `S M1 = M2 : K M1 and M2 are equal objects

Figure 3: Intuitionistic LTT Judgements

Definition 2.1 An (intuitionistic) signature S is a map-
ping1 of constructor constants (ck) to kinds, term constants
(ek) to constructors, family constants (Ak) to proof kinds,
and object constants (Mk) to families, together with a well-
founded ordering on the non-term constants in the domain
of the mapping. We write <S for the ordering associated
with S.

The judgement forms for LTT’s static semantics are
given in Figure 3. We follow Harper and Pfenning’s treat-
ment of the metatheory of LF [10], using typed equality
judgements rather than βη-conversion; equality judgements
are required for all classes except terms, which alone can-
not appear inside of types. The typing rules for LTT are
the expected ones, and are given in Appendix B (for full
LTT, including linearity). As usual, we consider alpha-
equivalent expressions to be identical. We write the si-
multaneous capture-avoiding substitution of E1, . . . , En for
X1, . . . , Xn in E as E[E1 · · ·En/X1 · · ·Xn].

All LTT judgements are predicated over a signature, and
are to be considered meaningful only when that signature is
well-formed. For any (non-term) constant sk ∈ Dom(S), we
write S � sk for the restriction of S to constants less than
sk (by <S). We also write TLP(S) for the termless portion
of the signature S. Then we can define well-formedness as
follows:

Definition 2.2 An intuitionistic signature S is well-formed
if:

• for all Ak ∈ Dom(S), `S�Ak S(Ak) pkind, and

• for all Mk ∈ Dom(S), `S�Mk S(Mk) : P , and

• for all ck ∈ Dom(S), `S�ck S(ck) kind, and

• for all ek ∈ Dom(S), `TLP(S) S(ek) : T .

Typechecking may be shown decidable for intuitionistic
LTT, but we will defer discussion of typechecking to Sec-
tion 4.4 where we discuss it for full LTT. We discuss the
operational semantics of LTT and its type safety properties
in Section 6.

1We define a mapping from B to C to be a function from some
subset of B into C, and thus it may be undefined on some members
of B.

3 Example: Arrays and Arithmetic

In this section we will develop a detailed example of an
LTT signature, namely one that uses a theory of integer
arithmetic to eliminate safely the dynamic checking of array
bounds.

In order to allow unchecked array accesses safely, we must
be able to verify statically that the indices being accessed
in array operations are within the appropriate bounds. The
reason this is complicated is that the index values are sim-
ply integers and may therefore be the results of arbitrarily
complex arithmetic, making it impossible in general for a
static analyzer to verify that they satisfy the appropriate
constraints. Our solution is to use an LF representation of
some theory of arithmetic—any sufficiently expressive the-
ory that may be adequately encoded in LF will do—and
allow the program itself to construct proofs that the precon-
ditions of array accesses are satisfied. The array operations
themselves will be unchecked at run time but will require
such proofs as arguments to ensure that the necessary con-
ditions are met when they are called.

The basic families and types required for this task are as
follows:

o : P array : Int → T → T
tr : o → P int : T

Int : P SInt : Int → T

As in the shorter example given earlier, o is the family of
propositions, while tr maps any proposition to the family
of proofs that that proposition is true. Int is the family
of objects that represent integer formulas in the theory of
arithmetic (similar to i in the simple example), and for any
integer object N and any type τ , array N τ is the type of
arrays of size N with elements of type τ . The type int clas-
sifies integer values about which nothing is known—integers
that are computed based on user input, for example. SInt is
used to construct singleton types corresponding to particu-
lar objects of family Int ; if N : Int , then SInt N is a type
containing exactly one value, namely the integer represented
by N .

Our theory of arithmetic is represented in LTT by a col-
lection of several object constants including:

z : Int eq : Int → Int → o
s : Int → Int lt : Int → Int → o

neg : Int → Int not : o → o
plus : Int → Int → Int and : o → o → o

and-i : Πu:o.Πv:o.tr u → tr v → tr (andu v)
commute : Πu:Int .Πv:Int .tr (eq (plusu v) (plus v u))

As in the earlier example of our proof language, z repre-
sents zero, and (sM) represents the successor of the inte-
ger represented by M . The proposition eqM N states that
the integers represented by M and N are equal, and the
proposition ltM N states that M is less than N . We men-
tion here just two proof constructors (rules of inference):
and-i corresponds to the and-introduction rule of proposi-
tional logic and will appear in an example later; commute
represents the commutative property of addition. All the
other proof-building constants are omitted to save space.

Now that we can express and prove properties of numbers
using an LF-like representation of arithmetic, the types of
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fun checked aget arr size index =

if index < 0 then
raise Sub

else
if index < size then

unchecked sub(arr,index) (* Safe? *)
else

raise Sub

checked aget =
λu:Int .λarr :(array u int).λsize:(SInt u).λindex :int .
let 〈v, index ′〉 = focus index in

test int (lt v z) (< v z index ′ 0)
(λp:(tr (lt v z)).raise Sub)
(λp:(tr (not (lt v z))).

test int (lt v u) (< v u index ′ size)
(λq:(tr (lt v u)).

aget int u v (and-i . . . p q) arr index ′)
(λq:(tr (not (lt v u))).

raise Sub))

Figure 4: Checked subscript in SML and LTT

the array operations are not surprising:

mkarray : Πα:T. Πu:Int .
tr (not (ltu z)) → SInt u → α → array u α

aget : Πα:T. Πu:Int . Πv:Int .
tr (and (not (lt v z))(lt v u)) →
array u α → SInt v → α

aset : Πα:T. Πu:Int . Πv:Int .
tr (and (not (lt v z))(lt v u)) →
array u α → SInt v → α → array u α

Each operation enforces its precondition by requiring the
client to pass a proof of the appropriate fact before the term-
level function may be applied. In particular, the mkarray
function requires a proof that the size of the array to be
created is non-negative, and the aget and aset functions
each require a proof that the index being accessed is at least
zero but less than the size of the array.

This is not all we need, however, since we as yet have no
way of obtaining any values of type SInt M for any integer
expression M , and we have no mechanism allowing infor-
mation the program discovers at run time to play a role in
proving that any precondition is satisfied. We will address
these two issues one at a time.

First, to link the (static) LF representation of arithmetic
with the (dynamic) integer values manipulated at run time,
it is necessary to establish a correspondence between the
singleton integer types SInt M and the type int . For this
purpose we include the coercions focus and blur, which
define an isomorphism between int and Σu:Int .SInt u, the
type of a singleton value whose identity is hidden by the
weak dependent sum.

focus : int → Σu:Int .SInt u
blur : (Σu:Int .SInt u) → int

We must also include singleton-aware arithmetic operations
and literal values of singleton type, for example:

+ : Πu:Int . Πv:Int .SInt u → SInt v → SInt (plusu v)
n : SInt (snz)

Note that in some cases, the programmer may wish to use
“singleton-blind” arithmetic operations such as +′ : int →
int → int ; these can all be defined using the singleton-aware
operations, with the help of focus and blur.

Now we address the problem of incorporating informa-
tion discovered by the program at run time into our proof
system. Intuitively, we would like a program to be able to

use the outcome of a test as evidence in a proof: in the then-
branch of a conditional it should be possible to assume the
guard condition to be true, and in the else-branch it should
be possible to assume it to be false. To accomplish this,
we replace ordinary boolean values with special ones whose
types associate them with the proposition whose truth, or
falsehood, they assert. We provide singleton-aware integer
comparison operations to introduce these special values, and
eliminate them with a special conditional construct that al-
lows each of its branches to assume the truth of a proposition
describing the outcome of the test. The constants necessary
to do this are as follows:

So : o → T
= : Πu:Int . Πv:Int .SInt u → SInt v → So (equ v)
< : Πu:Int . Πv:Int .SInt u → SInt v → So (ltu v)

test : Πα:T. Πu:o.So u → (tr u → α) →
(tr (notu) → α) → α

The constant So is used to construct special boolean types:
if P is a proposition, then at run time the type So P will ef-
fectively contain only true if P is true, and only false if P is
false. Notice that the type of the conditional operator test
is reminiscent of an encoding of sum types in polymorphic
lambda-calculus; in fact, if LTT had a disjoint union type
we could implement the type So P as (tr P ) + (tr (notP )),
leaving only = and < as primitive constants.

We illustrate this treatment of arithmetic with the ex-
ample shown in Figure 4. On the left is the implementation
of a checked array subscript function in Standard ML; on
the right is the equivalent LTT function. Both versions per-
form two tests on the given index value to ensure that the
unchecked subscript operation will not fail; in LTT, however,
the proof objects make it statically clear that the resulting
code is safe. For clarity, we will assume the existence of an
SML-like exception mechanism in LTT and will raise the
exception Sub if the index is out of range.

The code on the right is well-typed, and it is therefore
safe to call this function with any integer index. Although
initially nothing is known about the value of this param-
eter, the focus coercion attaches an object-level name to
it. The use of test with the singleton-aware comparison
operator allows the safe branch of the code to prove that,
if it is reached, the subscript operation will be given valid
arguments.

4 Linearity and State

Thus far, we have concerned ourselves with proofs of persis-
tent facts—ones that, once proved, remain true. For exam-
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families A ::= · · · | A1 ( A2 | A1 & A2 | >
objects M ::= · · · | Mlk | λ̂u:A.M | M1ˆM2 |

〈M1, M2〉 | π1M | π2M | 〈〉
linear contexts ∆ ::= ε | ∆, û:A

Figure 5: Linear Proof Language Syntax

ple, if a given integer lies between two other given integers,
it will not later find itself outside that range. This is satis-
factory for stateless programming, but if we introduce state
into our language, we will also find it profitable to deal with
ephemeral facts—ones that hold for the current state but
perhaps not for some other state.

Proof of ephemeral facts is incompatible with intuitionis-
tic LF; once a proof is constructed, there is no way to make
it go away. To add support for ephemeral facts, we intro-
duce linearity into the proof language. With linearity at our
disposal, we can arrange for any ephemeral facts on which
we rely to appear as linear assumptions, and craft state-
ful operations to ensure that they consume the assumptions
corresponding to any ephemeral facts that they invalidate.

4.1 Linear Proofs

In keeping with our design so far, we use the type theory of
Linear LF [3] as our proof language in the presence of state.
To obtain Linear LF, we add the additional constructs in
Figure 5 to the proof language.

The principal difference in Linear LF is the existence of
linear variables. Linear variables represent scarce resources
that must be used exactly once. We do not distinguish
between linear and intuitionistic variables syntactically; in-
stead, any object variable bound by a linear context or a lin-
ear abstraction (discussed below) is considered linear, while
an object variable bound by an intuitionistic construct (such
as an ordinary context) is considered intuitionistic. Intu-
itionistic variables are treated the same as variables in LF;
in particular, they may be duplicated or discarded. For con-
venience, we do not distinguish between linear contexts that
differ only in the order variables are declared. We also pro-
vide linear object constants (Mlk), whose types are given
by a linear signature; these too must be used exactly once.
We sometimes refer to linear variables and linear object con-
stants jointly as linear resources.

Linear LF provides three new types: linear functions
(A1 ( A2), “with” (a.k.a. alternative or additive conjunc-
tion, A1&A2), and top (>). Linear functions are introduced

by a linear abstraction form (λ̂u:A.M) and eliminated by a
linear application form (M1̂ M2). The defining characteristic
of a linear function is that it is guaranteed to use its argu-
ment exactly once. Thus, linear functions may be applied to
objects containing linear resources; ordinary functions make
no such guarantee, so they may not be applied to objects
containing linear resources.

With types are introduced by pairs (〈M1, M2〉) and elim-
inated by projection (πiM). The defining characteristic of
additive conjunction is that each component consumes all
available resources. Consequently, A1&A2 provides a choice
of either A1 or A2 but not both. The choice is determined
by which projection operation is used. Top (>) is the unit
for with; it has the introduction form 〈〉 and no elimination

form. When 〈〉 is used, it consumes all available resources.
This is useful in some circumstances for collecting unused
resources.

At first glance it may appear that the Linear LF type
theory allows intuitionistic function types to be dependent,
but does not allow linear function types this generality. The
reason for this difference is simply that it does not make
sense for linear variables to appear in families, since allow-
ing this sort of thing would create a theory in which the
expression denoting a type or kind might contain expend-
able resources and therefore need to appear exactly once.

Two types common in linear logic but not provided in
the Linear LF type theory are tensor (a.k.a. simultaneous
or multiplicative conjunction, ⊗) and “of course” (!). Ten-
sor is provided in LTT in a restricted way, which we discuss
below in Section 4.3. “Of course,” which indicates an in-
tuitionistic (and therefore duplicatable) object, is not pro-
vided; however, as Cervesato and Pfenning point out [3], the
intuitionistic function type A → B inherited from the ordi-
nary LF type theory behaves similarly to the type (!A( B)
that can be expressed in logics containing “of course.” The
argument to such a function must be an object that is well-
typed in an empty linear context, which ensures that it does
not depend on any linear assumptions.

4.2 Linearity in Programming

The way in which linear constructs in the proof language
are intended to represent state in programs may be clari-
fied by examining how these new constructs are made to in-
teract with the programming language. Our interpretation
is based on the notion that at any point in the execution
of a program, there is a certain set of resources available;
these resources might be actual things, like memory loca-
tions, that are available for use by the program, or they
may be “facts” about the machine state of which the pro-
gram may take advantage. What is important is that some
kinds of program actions may create new resources, such as
by allocating some new data structure, or by causing a fact
to hold that did not hold before, and other actions may de-
stroy a resource, such as by destroying the data object it
refers to, or by invalidating a “fact”.

The new judgement forms in linear LTT are listed in Fig-
ure 8. To reflect the notion of available resources in the type
system, the judgements for objects and terms now include a
linear signature R and a linear context ∆ in addition to the
intuitionistic signature and context. Together, these new
additions represent the set of resources available for use by
the term(s) on the right-hand side of the turnstile; further,
each item in their combined domains must each be used ex-
actly once. (The linear signature thus resembles a linear
context more than it does an intuitionistic signature, as it
must be divided among subterms to ensure proper resource
use.) Our intuition is that evaluation of any program term
that contains a linear constant or a free linear variable “con-
sumes” the associated resource; thus we will often speak of a
term that is well-typed in an empty linear context and with
R = ∅ as “consuming no resources.”

It is clear that in order to be consistent with this under-
standing of resources, syntactic values in the programming
language must never contain any linear constants or free
linear variables: values themselves do not perform any com-
putation and hence cannot consume anything. Thus, our
typing rules must force all values to be typed in an empty
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constructors c ::= · · · | A( c

terms e ::= · · · | λ̂u:A.e | eˆM

Figure 6: Linear Programming Language Syntax

linear context and with an empty linear signature, for ex-
ample:

Γ `S τ1 : T Γ, x:τ1; ε `S,∅ e : τ2

Γ; ε `S,∅ λx:τ1.e : τ1 → τ2

On the other hand, because values never contain linear
resources, they may always be freely replicated without vio-
lating the linear typing discipline. Since our intended oper-
ational semantics is call-by-value, this means that the argu-
ment in a function application may contain resources: even
though the function’s body may refer to its formal param-
eter any number of times, the term being replicated is not
the argument expression itself but that expression’s even-
tual value. Thus we have the following somewhat unusual
typing rule for function application:

Γ;∆1 `S,R1 e1 : τ1 → τ2 Γ;∆2 `S,R2 e2 : τ1

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 e1e2 : τ2

In addition to these modifications to the existing typ-
ing judgements, the programming language is extended to
support linearity by adding one additional type. The type
A( τ contains functions that consume the resource A (us-
ing it exactly once), and return a value of type τ . This type
is introduced and eliminated by similar constructs to those
in the proof language, as shown in Figure 6. The typing rule
for linear functions requires that the body treat the formal
parameter as a linear variable, but is otherwise similar to
the rule for ordinary functions over families:

Γ `S A : P Γ; û:A `S,∅ e : τ

Γ; ε `S,∅ λ̂u:A.e : A( τ

Interestingly, the restrictions imposed by our resource
interpretation of linear constants and variables often lead
stateful programming into a closure-passing, continuation-
passing style. Since functions must be closed (with respect
to linear variables), they must always take resources as ar-
guments, even when those resources were actually available
when the function was created, resulting in a closure-passing
style (with respect to resources). (The desire to include
multiple resources is what leads to the need for tensor (Sec-
tion 4.3).) Conversely, since functions can never return
resources—to do so would involve returning a value con-
taining resources—any function that wants to provide new
resources must provide them as arguments to a continua-
tion function. Fortunately this is no hardship: our intended
application, Typed Assembly Language, depends essentially
on closure- and continuation-passing style anyway.

Example Suppose A and B are ephemeral propositions,
and suppose f is a stateful function that requires A to be
true, but then falsifies it and causes B to be true instead.
For example, A could say that storage cell 1 is valid, B could
say that storage cell 2 is valid, and f could deallocate 1 and
allocate 2.

Suppose further that A holds in the current state, and
consequently there is a available a linear variable û:A. Then

proof kinds K ::= · · · | P+

families c ::= · · · | A1 ⊗A2 | 1
objects M ::= · · · | 〈〈M1, M2〉〉 | ?
terms e ::= · · · | let 〈〈u1, u2〉〉 = M in e |

let ? = M in e

Γ ` Ai : P+

Γ ` A1 ⊗A2 : P+ Γ ` 1 : P+

Γ ` A : P

Γ ` A : P+

Γ;∆i ` Mi : Ai

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) ` 〈〈M1, M2〉〉 : A1 ⊗A2 Γ; ε ` ? : 1

Γ;∆1 ` M : A1 ⊗A2 Γ; (∆2, u1 :̂A1, u2 :̂A2) ` e : τ

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) ` let 〈〈u1, u2〉〉 = M in e : τ

Γ;∆1 ` M : 1 Γ; ∆2 ` e : τ

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) ` let ? = M in e : τ

Figure 7: Tensor

we can give f the type (B ( τ) → A ( τ and call it

with the code f (λ̂v:B.e)ˆu, where e is some continuation
expression requiring a state satisfying B. The order of the
arguments is significant: because of our interpretation of
resource consumption and the restrictions on linear variable
occurrences, linear arguments are generally forced to be last.

Alternatively, suppose g requires A but does not invali-
date it. For example, g might read from storage cell 1. Then
we can give g the type (A( τ)→A( τ and call it with the

code g (λ̂u:A.e)ˆu, where e is some continuation expression
requiring a state satisfying A.

4.3 Tensor

Linear LF provides alternative conjunction, in which both
conjuncts consume all available resources, making one or the
other conjunct available to the receiver, but not both. An-
other useful form of conjunction is tensor (or simultaneous
conjunction). In tensor (written A1 ⊗A2), the available re-
sources are divided between the two conjuncts, making both
of them simultaneously available to the receiver.

Unfortunately, Cervesato and Pfenning [3] show that in-
clusion of tensor would invalidate important metatheoretic
properties of LF and Linear LF (such as the existence of
canonical forms and all known proofs of decidability of type-
checking), and consequently tensor is omitted from Linear
LF. Cervesato and Pfenning show that this is no major
hardship for logical frameworks, one can always work around
the absence of tensor in a systematic way. Sadly, this is not
so for LTT.

Since term functions are required to be closed with re-
spect to linear variables, it is impossible for a term function
to take multiple linear arguments by currying. A partial so-
lution would be to provide multi-argument linear functions
primitively, with a type like A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗An ( τ . This turns
out to be inadequate because it provides insufficient support
for polymorphism.

Consider a higher-order function such as apply :
∀β:T.∀γ:T.(β → γ) × β → γ. In LTT, it is essential to be
able to provide linear resources to the argument function,
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otherwise that function is crippled for stateful computation.
This can be solved using polymorphism over families:

apply : ∀a:P. ∀β:T.∀γ:T. (β → a( γ)× β → a( γ

but this solution only works when a can be instantiated with
tensor. A multi-argument function would not suffice here,
because it cannot be known how many linear arguments are
to be passed to the argument function.

We overcome this problem with a trick: tensor is added
with a typing rule that prevents it from interacting with
the proof language. For convenience only, we include tensor
among the syntactic class of families, but we give it a new
proof kind P+. The typing rules for the other constructs of
the proof language do not recognize families in P+, so as far
as they are concerned tensor is ill-formed and might as well
not exist. This preserves the properties of Linear LF.

To make use of tensor, we add a construct eliminating
it in the programming part of the language. The construct
let 〈〈u1, u2〉〉 = M in e decomposes an object M : A1 ⊗
A2 and adds new variables u1 :̂A1 and u2 :̂A2 to the linear
context. Tensor objects are introduced by 〈〈M1, M2〉〉. We
also include a type 1, the unit for tensor, which is eliminated
by a similar term-level construct and introduced by ?. In
contrast to 〈〉, which consumes all resources, ? consumes no
resources. These developments are summarized in Figure 7
(with signatures omitted for brevity).

The apply function given above is certainly a trivial
example of a higher-order function. Another complication
arises when a function passed as an argument might have
to be applied more than once, as in the familiar function
map : ∀β, γ:T. (β → γ) → listβ → list γ. While it makes
sense for the argument of map to require some resources to
be present, in order to for map to be able to apply that func-
tion more than once, map must require that those resources
not be consumed. As discussed at the end of the previous
section, expressing the presence of resources in the “post-
condition” of a function requires that programs be written
in continuation-passing style. Specifically, if the argument
to map is intended to have the type β→γ, and if the variable
a stands for the family of the resources it needs, then that ar-
gument must have the type ∀δ:T. β→(γ→a( δ)→a( δ in
continuation-passing style. Using a similar transformation,
and quantifying over the resources required by the argument
function, we obtain:

map : ∀a:P+. ∀β, γ, ε:T.
(∀δ:T. β → (γ → a( δ)→ a( δ)→
listβ → (list γ → a( ε)→ a( ε

4.4 Static Semantics

The principal change to the static semantics of LTT with
the addition of linearity is the addition of linear contexts to
the judgement forms for terms, objects, and object equality.
No linear context is required for the other judgements since,
as discussed above, types, families, kinds, and proof kinds
are not permitted to contain resources. The new judgements
are shown in Figure 8. These three judgements also add a
linear signature R. A linear signature assigns families to
linear object constants, and is treated similarly to the linear
context in that it is divided among subterms to ensure that
each linear object constant is used exactly once.

Definition 4.1 A linear signature R, is a mapping of linear
object constants (Mlk) to families. A linear signature R is

Judgement Interpretation

Γ;∆ `S,R e : τ e is a valid term of type τ
Γ;∆ `S,R M : A M is a valid object of family A
Γ;∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : K M1 and M2 are equal objects
Γ `S ∆ context ∆ is a valid linear context

Figure 8: Linear LTT Judgements

well-formed (relative to an intuitionistic signature S) if for
all Mlk ∈ Dom(R), `S R(Mlk) : P .

The full typechecking rules for LTT appear in Ap-
pendix B. The version of Linear LF contained within LTT
differs from that of Cervesato and Pfenning in two signifi-
cant ways. Cervesato and Pfenning’s version of Linear LF
requires that all objects and families be written in canonical
form whereas ours has no such restriction. Also, Cervesato
and Pfenning omit the lambda abstraction construct at the
family level. Those restrictions were required for their proof
of decidable typechecking for Linear LF, and were rarely
a real burden in practical use. However, they do substan-
tially complicate the presentation of the type system, so we
have removed them here. Accordingly, decidability of LTT
typechecking is based on a new proof [23] of decidable type-
checking for Linear LF.

As is often the case, typechecking in LTT boils down to
the problem of deciding equivalence of types. In LTT this
proves to be easy, provided it is possible to decide equiva-
lence of families and objects (apart from which, LTT type
constructors are just terms of the simply typed lambda cal-
culus).

Theorem 4.2 Suppose S and R are well-formed, `S

Γ context, and Γ `S ∆ context. Then it is decidable whether
or not Γ `S A1 = A2 : K is derivable, and whether or not
Γ;∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A is derivable.

The proof [23] is based on a logical relations argument
modeled after the analogous proof of Harper and Pfen-
ning [10] for intuitionistic LF. From this it is easy to show
decidability of LTT typechecking:

Corollary 4.3 Suppose S and R are well-formed, `S

Γ context, and Γ `S ∆ context. Then it is decidable whether
or not Γ;∆ `S,R e : τ .

5 Example: Memory Management

In this section we present a strategy for using the linear
constructs of LTT to implement safe, explicit allocation and
deallocation of memory. The signature we will give here is
essentially a simple fragment of the capability calculus of
Walker et al. [26].

Our simplified memory management signature provides
a type of ephemeral reference cells, which resemble those of
ML except that they may be explicitly deallocated. Allo-
cation of a new reference cell will result in the creation of
a linear resource witnessing that the cell is valid—that is,
that it is available to be read from, written to or destroyed.
The family and type constants we need are these:

cell : P
valid : cell → P

ref : T → cell → T
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As these declarations show, reference cells are represented
in the proof language by objects of family cell ; for a cell C,
valid C is a proof family that we will arrange to be inhabited
when and only when there exists an actual cell associated
with C. The storage cell itself will be a term-level value of
type ref τ C, where τ is the type of the cell’s contents.

The operations available on reference cells have the fol-
lowing types:

new : ∀a:P+.∀β:T. ∀γ:T.
β → (Πc:cell . ref β c → (valid c⊗ a)( γ) →
a( γ

deref : ∀a:P+. Πc:cell .∀β:T. ∀γ:T.
ref β c → (β → (valid c⊗ a)( γ) →
(valid c⊗ a)( γ

assign : ∀a:P+. Πc:cell .∀β:T. ∀γ:T.
ref β c → β → ((valid c⊗ a)( γ) →
(valid c⊗ a)( γ

free : ∀a:P+. Πc:cell .∀β:T. ∀γ:T.
ref β c → (a( γ) → (valid c⊗ a)( γ

As these types reveal, programs that wish to use references
must be written in continuation-passing style in order to
manage their resources properly. The functions rely on ten-
sor to allow the caller to pass extra resources; these resources
are then forwarded to the continuation along with any others
the operation makes available. This allows more than one
cell to be valid at a time. Since the variable a in the tensor
family is universally quantified, these operators may be in-
stantiated and used no matter what irrelevant assumptions
the linear context may contain.

The effect of each operation may be guessed by looking
at the difference between the family of the resource passed
to the function and the family of the resource the function
passes on to its continuation. The new operation allocates a
new cell and creates a new validity resource to pass on; free
destroys a cell and consumes the corresponding resource.
The deref and assign functions require that the cell they
are accessing be valid, but they do not cause it to become
invalid, and so the resource asserting its usability is passed
on untouched to the continuation. The result of all this
is that at any point in the program, the linear context will
contain validity resources in one-to-one correspondence with
the cells that are available to be accessed.

6 Operational Semantics

Defining an operational semantics for LTT presents a signifi-
cant difficulty, namely the treatment of term-level constants.
Logical frameworks such as LF and LLF are content to leave
the constants in their signatures “uninterpreted”—in fact,
the presence of uninterpreted function symbols is the very
basis of their ability to represent formulas and proofs. In
the programming language part of LTT, however, it is our
intention that term-level constants represent primitive val-
ues (such as n), operations (such as +) and programming
constructs (such as test), so they cannot meaningfully be
left uninterpreted.

It is almost certainly impossible to give a single opera-
tional semantics for LTT that produces the correct behavior
for every programming construct the language may ever be
used to represent. Instead, a separate set of rules must be
designed for each LTT signature, and any desired properties
of the semantics (including type safety, which we will dis-
cuss) must be proved separately as well. We will illustrate

mkarray τ M M ′ n v 7→ [v, . . . , v| {z }
n times

]
(n ≥ 0)

aget c M1 M2 M3 [v0, . . . , v(n−1)] i 7→ vi

(0 ≤ i < n)

ε; ε ` P : tr (ltM N)

<M N m n 7→ tt(ltM N),P

(m < n)

test c M ttM1,M2 v v′ 7→ v M2 test c M ffM1,M2 v v′ 7→ v′M2

Figure 9: Selected dynamic semantic rules for arrays

our methodology by outlining the operational semantics for
the two major examples in this paper: arrays and memory
management.

6.1 Semantics of Arrays

In order to give an operational semantics to our LTT signa-
ture for arrays, we must first extend the language somewhat
by adding array values. These look like [v0, . . . , vn−1] where
the vi are all values having the same type. We also need spe-
cial annotated boolean values to inhabit types of the form
So(M); these will look like either ttM,P , where P is a proof
of M , or ffM,P , where P is a refutation of M . For the
purposes of our operational semantics, we will also consider
“partial applications” of term constants — those whose re-
sult type is still a function or Π-type — to be values if the
argument terms are values.

Since our array signature did not contain any stateful
operations, we may formulate our operational semantics for
that signature as a reduction relation 7→ on program terms.
We take as our starting point the usual call-by-value oper-
ational rules for the core constructs of LTT which, due to
lack of space, we will not reproduce here. We add to these
a collection of rules defining reduction of fully-applied term
constants; a few of these new rules are shown in Figure 9.

A complete set of rules for reducing fully-applied term
constants, together with standard rules for call-by-value
beta reduction, completely defines the run-time behavior of
our LTT array signature. The next step is to prove that
the language is type-safe; we do this by means of the stan-
dard Subject Reduction and Progress lemmas. The proof
of Subject Reduction is standard; we will show one case of
Progress to illustrate the critical dependence of this lemma
on the adequacy property (introduced in Section 2) of the
representation of arithmetic.

Lemma 6.1 (Subject Reduction) If Γ ` e : τ and e 7→
e′, then Γ ` e′ : τ .

Lemma 6.2 (Progress) If ε ` e : τ then either e is a value
or there exists an e′ such that e 7→ e′.

Proof (one case): Suppose e = mkarray τ Msz Mpf vsz v.
Using inversion, we can establish that Msz : Int , Mpf :
tr(not(ltMsz z)), vsz : SInt Msz and v : τ . By adequacy [8],
the canonical form M ′

sz of Msz must be the representation
of some arithmetic expression E. Again by adequacy, the
canonical form M ′

pf of Mpf must be the representation of a
valid derivation of ` ¬(E < 0). By the soundness of arith-
metic, it must be the case that [[E]] ≥ 0. Furthermore, we
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can prove a canonical forms lemma that states that since

vsz : SInt Msz, vsz = [[E]]. Thus vsz = n and n ≥ 0, so the
evaluation rule given in Figure 9 applies.

6.2 Semantics of References

Unlike the array signature just discussed, our memory man-
agement signature contains operations whose behavior is in-
tended to be stateful. Rather than attempt to formulate
the operational semantics in terms of a reduction relation on
terms, therefore, we will account for state by giving a tran-
sition relation on machine configurations (H, e) where H is
a heap—a mapping from memory locations to values—and
e is a term. We will extend the signature such that for each
closed type τ that is well-formed under the signature’s term-
less portion, there is a set of locations `τ,i and corresponding
object constants loc`τ,i : cell such that `τ,i : ref τ loc`τ,i .
For each location ` we will also assume the existence of a lin-
ear constant good`, but not all of these will always be present
in the linear signature. Rather, we will ensure that the linear
signature in which a configuration is typed will always con-
tain good constants for exactly those memory locations that
are currently live. To this end we define a well-formedness
judgement for heaps with the rule

R = {good`1
:valid loc`1 , . . . , good`m

:valid loc`m}
ε; ε `∅ vj : τj (where `j = `τj ,ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m)

`R {`1 7→ v1, . . . , `m 7→ vm}
Now we can write the typing rule for machine configurations
as follows: `R H ε; ε `R e : τ

` (H, e) : τ

The transition relation 7→ on configurations consists, as
before, of the expected call-by-value rules augmented with
rules for the special constructs of the signature. One such
new rule is

H = H ′ ] {` 7→ v}
(H, freeA c τ τ ′ ` kˆ〈〈M, M ′〉〉) 7→ (H ′, kˆM ′)

Note that the premise prevents the evaluation of an appli-
cation of free if the named location is not currently live in
the heap—in other words, attempts to free invalid locations
get stuck. Thus in order to prove the Progress part of type
safety we must be able to show, among other things, that
this premise will be satisfied for any well-typed application
of free.

Note that, according to the typing rule for machine con-
figurations, the set of live locations in the heap determines
the linear signature R in which the term e must be well-
typed. Since all the resources in R must be consumed by
the computation e, this typing rule may not apply to all the
subterms of e if more than one involves stateful computa-
tion. Nevertheless, we can prove both Subject Reduction
and Progress by generalizing the induction hypothesis. As
before, we will show one case of Progress to illustrate the
role of the linear signature.

Lemma 6.3 (Subject Reduction) If H = H1 ] H2 and
`R1 H1 and `R2 H2 and Γ; ε `R1 e : τ and (H, e) 7→ (H ′, e′)
then there exist R′1 and H ′

1 such that H ′ = H ′
1 ] H2 and

`R′1 H ′
1 and Γ; ε `R′1 e′ : τ .

Lemma 6.4 (Progress) If H = H1 ]H2 and `R1 H1 and
`R2 H2 and ε; ε `R1 e : τ then either e is a value or there
exist H ′ and e′ such that (H, e) 7→ (H ′, e′).

Proof (one case): Suppose e = (freeA c τ τ ′ v k)ˆM . We
can determine by inversion that c : cell , v : ref τ c and
M : (valid c ⊗ A). Canonical forms lemmas tell us that v
is some label `, that c = loc` and that M is equivalent to
〈〈M1, M2〉〉 where M1 : valid c. But the only canonical form
of family valid loc` is the constant good`; since the term is
well-typed, the linear signature R1 must include good`, so
by inspection of the typing rule for heaps we conclude that
a binding of the form ` 7→ v′ must appear in the heap H1,
and therefore in H, so the above rule applies.

7 Related Work and Conclusion

Concurrently with our work, Shao et al. [21] proposed a
framework for certified code very similar in spirit to ours,
which we refer to here as SSTP. While LTT is constructed by
attaching LF to a typed programming language, SSTP at-
taches the Calculus of Inductive Constructions [18] instead.
LF and Inductive Constructions are similar in that both
have been widely used to formalize mathematics and both
enjoy mature, robust implementations. However, there are
significant differences between the systems that result in im-
portant differences in usage and expressive power between
LTT and SSTP.

Regarding usage, LF is designed to encode logics, and
emphasizes the notion of an adequacy theorem (Recall Sec-
tion 6) stating that a canonically formed proof term of ap-
propriate type is (modulo encoding) a proof in the logic
being encoded. Inductive Constructions, on the other hand,
does not support the same notion of canonical forms as LF,
and so the LF style of encoding does not work; instead, one
implements the semantics of a logic.

The differences in usage between LTT and SSTP essen-
tially boil down to these methodological differences between
LF and Constructions. In both cases, a logic and its encod-
ing must be sound in order for the resulting language to be
type-safe. In particular, when a certain condition needs to
hold in order for evaluation to proceed (such as, for exam-
ple, the constraints on the subscript that must be satisfied
for an array operation to make sense), it must be shown as
part of the safety proof that the existence of the “proof” ob-
ject supplied by the program entails the required condition.
In SSTP, the safety proof must characterize all the possi-
ble typing derivations of all the possible terms that could
be provided, and demonstrate that the existence of any of
these implies the desired property. The first of these two
steps corresponds roughly to the adequacy property of an LF
representation, and the second corresponds to soundness of
the logic being encoded. As we have mentioned, adequacy
proofs for LF are usually simple, and in some cases (such
as that of arithmetic in the array example), the soundness
of the logic has already been established and need not be
proven again.

Regarding expressiveness, LTT is based on Linear LF,
which gives LTT the power to reason about ephemeral prop-
erties, an ability SSTP does not have. We conjecture that
an extension of SSTP with linear typing constructs would
have similar expressive power, but the metatheory of the
Calculus of Inductive Constructions with linearity has not
been investigated and may be difficult. On the other hand,
Inductive Constructions supports primitive recursion, which
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LF does not (as such a construct would destroy LF’s notion
of canonical forms). Consequently, SSTP can use primitive
recursion on encoded types to support intensional type anal-
ysis [9, 5], which LTT cannot. Various proposals have been
made for extending LF with primitive recursion [6, 20, 19]
and we are exploring integrating one of these into LTT.

LTT provides the power for very expressive type systems
by allowing operations to demand proofs of arbitrary propo-
sitions (thereby escaping the usual restrictions of decidable
typechecking), and by allowing operations to demand linear
resources, accessible only in certain states. In this paper we
have given some examples of how these facilities can be used
separately; by combining them one can obtain even greater
expressive power. For example, the Capability Calculus of
Walker et al. [26] is similar to the memory management
example in Section 5 in that it provides revocable access
to memory cells, but it goes further with an algebra over
capabilities and an ability to declare some constraints be-
tween capabilities. Those facilities can easily be encoded in
LTT by an appropriate choice of judgements (representing
equivalences and constraints) and proof terms. One such
encoding is given in Appendix A. Beyond this, we conjec-
ture that the security automata type system of Walker [25]
and the alias-tracking type system of Smith et al. [22] can
easily be encoded in LTT as well. Although these systems
exist independently, LTT provides a uniform framework in
which they can all be cast, and has the additional benefit
that type-checking is decidable for any LTT encoding even
if (as is the case for the Capability Calculus) decidability for
the pre-existing system has not been established.

The use of LTT as a framework for certified code type
theories promotes a sort of re-use, namely that of the type-
checking software. A similar effort to LTT in this respect
is the TinkerType meta-language of Levin and Pierce [12].
Unlike LTT, which casts everything in a common language,
TinkerType emphasizes modular development of compara-
tively dissimilar type systems (such as F , F≤, Fω, etc.).
Like LTT, TinkerType provides for modular development of
typechecking software; however, its main feature is support
for inheritance; for example F≤ inherits from F and adds
subtyping. LTT makes no effort at supporting inheritance;
each LTT signature, with its operational semantics, must
be fully developed on its own. Adding this is an interesting
avenue for future work.
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A Representing the Capability Calculus

In this appendix we present a representation of the Capa-
bility Calculus [26] in LTT. For reasons of space, we cannot
present the Capability Calculus itself here; instead, we will
assume the reader is familiar with it already and describe
only the LTT representation. Readers not well acquainted
with the Capability Calculus may skip this appendix.

One aspect of the Capability Calculus we do not address
is the storage of functions in the heap. Recall that func-
tion types in the Capability Calculus are annotated with
the region in which the function resides; since the functions
are allowed to be polymorphic, this is difficult to represent
in LTT and so we will use LTT’s built-in function types
instead, losing the region information. This would not be
a problem in practice, as we would probably want to use
LTT to represent programs after closure conversion, when
functions are represented explicitly as tuples in the dynamic
heap and the polymorphic code is relegated to a statically
allocated text segment.

eqcongnull : eqcap null null
eqcongjoin : Πc1, c2, c′1, c′2:cap.eqcap c1 c′1 → eqcap c2 c′2 →

eqcap (join c1 c2) (join c′1 c′2)
eqcongbar : Πc, c′:cap.eqcap c c′ → eqcap (bar c) (bar c′)

eqrefl : Πc:cap.eqcap c c
eqsymm : Πc, c′:cap.eqcap c c′ → eqcap c′ c
eqtrans : Πc1, c2, c3:cap.eqcap c1 c2 → eqcap c2 c3 →

eqcap c1 c3
eqident : Πc:cap.eqcap (join null c) c

eqcommut : Πc, c′:cap.eqcap (join c c′) (join c′ c)
eqjoinidem : Πc:cap.eqcap(bar c) (join (bar c) (bar c))
eqbarnull : eqcap (bar null) null
eqbarone : Πr:rgn.eqcap (bar(one r)) (plus r)
eqbarplus : Πr:rgn.eqcap (bar(plus r)) (plus r)
eqbarbar : Πc:cap.eqcap (bar (bar c)) (bar c)
eqbarjoin : Πc, c′:cap.

eqcap (bar (join c c′)) (join (bar c) (bar c′))

subeq : Πc, c′:cap.eqcap c c′ → subcap c c′
subtrans : Πc1, c2, c3:cap.subcap c1 c2 → subcap c2 c3 →

subcap c1 c3
subdepth : Πc1, c2, c′1, c′2:cap.subcap c1 c′1 → subcap c2 c′2 →

subcap (join c1 c2) (join c′1 c′2)
subcongbar : Πc, c′:cap.subcap c c′ → subcap (bar c) (bar c′)
subweakbar : Πc:cap.subcap c (bar c)

Figure 11: Proof constructors for the capability calculus.

A.1 Formulas

To begin, we must represent the syntax of capabilities and
regions in the proof language of LTT. For regions this is
easy, since all we need is a family rgn and an infinite family
of region literals to represent the region names (ν) found in
the Capability Calculus. The syntax of capabilities is a bit
more complex, but not difficult to represent. The constants
encoding the syntax of capabilities and regions are shown in
Figure 10.

A.2 Judgements

The static semantics of the Capability Calculus explicitly
defines two special judgements for capabilities: equality and
the subcapability relation. Following the judgements-as-
types paradigm, we introduce the family constants eqcap
and subcap into our signature with the following kinds:

eqcap : cap → cap → P
subcap : cap → cap → P

There is, however, a third judgement form that plays a crit-
ical role in the Capability Calculus, namely the judgement
that a particular capability C is the one currently held by
the program. There are no inference rules in the calculus for
deriving proofs of this judgement form, but the capability
that appears to the left of the turnstile in the term typing
rules corresponds to an assumption of such a judgement,
much as the variable bindings in the typing context repre-
sent assumptions that typing judgements hold for certain
values. We will represent this judgement using the family
constant

hold : cap → P.

Since some of the memory-management operations of the
calculus replace the currently held capability with a differ-
ent one, assumptions of hold judgements will appear in the
linear rather than the intuitionistic context.
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0, 1, . . . : int
+,−,× : int → int → int

if0 : Πc:cap. int → (hold c( answer) → (hold c( answer) → hold c( answer
halt : Πc:cap. eqcap c null → int → hold c( answer

newrgn : Πc:cap.(∀r:rgn.hndl r → hold (join c (one r))( answer) → (hold c)( answer
alloci : Πc, c′:cap. Πr:rgn.∀α1:T. . . . ∀αi:T.subcap c (join c′ (one r)) →

hndl r → α1 → · · ·αi → (tupi α1 · · ·αi r → hold c( answer) → hold c( answer
pii,j : Πc, c′:cap. Πr:rgn.∀α1:T. . . . ∀αi:T.subcap c (join c′ (one r)) →

tupi α1 · · ·αi r → (αj → hold c( answer) → hold c( answer
freergn : Πc, c′:cap. Πr:rgn. eqcap c (join c′ (one r)) → hndl r → (hold c′( answer) → hold c( answer

Figure 12: Term constants for the Capability Calculus.

A.3 Proof Constructors

The proof constructors for the capability calculus represen-
tation are shown in Figure 11. They are in direct corre-
spondence with the constructor equality and subcapability
rules of the capability calculus itself.

A.4 Type Constructors

The constructor part of the signature must provide for all
the forms of types in the Capability Calculus that do not
correspond directly to the “built-in” types of LTT. In partic-
ular, it must provide a type answer to be the return type for
functions in continuation-passing style, a type of integers,
types of region handles (which are used when allocating in a
region and when freeing a region), and types for pointers to
tuples in specific regions of the heap. Since the Capability
Calculus allows tuples to be of any size, we need an infi-
nite family of constructor constants to describe their types.
Thus the constructor constants for our capability calculus
representation are as follows:

answer : T
int : T
hndl : rgn → T
tupi : T → · · ·T →| {z }

i

rgn → T

A.5 Terms

The term constants for the Capability Calculus representa-
tion are shown in Figure 12. They include all of the spe-
cial term-level constructs of the Capability Calculus. The
first group in the figure are the constructs that do not deal
directly with memory management: integer literals, arith-
metic operations, the if0-then-else conditional construct
and the primitive halt which appears in the top-level con-
tinuation of a program.
The second group contains the memory-management oper-
ations of the Capability Calculus: region allocation, tuple
allocation, tuple element projection and region deallocation.
Note that since we have an infinite family of tup construc-
tors with which to form tuple types, we also need an infinite
family of alloc operations (indexed by the size of the tuple
being allocated) and an infinite family of pi operations (in-
dexed by both the tuple size and the position being read).
The types for all of these operations are determined by ex-
amination of the typing rules for the corresponding expres-
sion constructs in the capability calculus; notice the use of
hold on the left of each ( to represent the capability that
appears on the left of each turnstile in the typing rules of
the Capability Calculus.

B Typing Rules for LTT

Convention In rules having an antecedent of the form (Γ, X1:E1, . . . , Xm:Em); (∆, Xm+1:Em+1, . . . , Xn:En) ` J , there is an implicit
side-condition that each Xi is distinct and not contained in Dom(Γ) or Dom(∆). A similar side-condition applies in rules with only an
intuitionistic context.

`S Γ context

`S ε context

`S Γ context Γ `S k kind

`S Γ, α:k context
(α 6∈ Dom(Γ))

`S Γ context Γ `S τ : T

`S Γ, x:τ context
(x 6∈ Dom(Γ))

`S Γ context Γ `S K pkind

`S Γ, a:K context
(a 6∈ Dom(Γ))

`S Γ context Γ `S A : P

`S Γ, u:A context
(u 6∈ Dom(Γ))

Γ `S k kind

Γ `S T kind

Γ `S k1 kind Γ `S k2 kind

Γ `S k1 → k2 kind

Γ `S K pkind Γ, a:K `S k kind

Γ `S Πa:K.k kind

Γ `S A : P Γ, u:A `S k kind

Γ `S Πu:A.k kind

Γ `S k1 = k2 kind

Γ `S k1 = k2 kind Γ `S k′1 = k′2 kind

Γ `S k1 → k′1 = k2 → k′2 kind

Γ `S K1 = K2 pkind Γ `S k1 = k2 kind

Γ `S Πa:K1.k1 = Πa:K2.k2 kind

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P Γ, u:A1 `S k1 = k2 kind

Γ `S Πu:A1.k1 = Πu:A2.k2 kind
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Γ `S T = T kind

Γ `S k kind

Γ `S k = k kind

Γ `S k2 = k1 kind

Γ `S k1 = k2 kind

Γ `S k1 = k2 kind Γ `S k2 = k3 kind

Γ `S k1 = k3 kind

Γ `S c : k

Γ `S α : k
(Γ(α) = k)

Γ `S ck : k
(S(ck) = k)

Γ `S k1 kind Γ, α:k1 `S c : k2

Γ `S λα:k1.c : k1 → k2

Γ `S c1 : k1 → k2 Γ `S c2 : k1

Γ `S c1c2 : k2

Γ `S K pkind Γ, a:K `S c : k

Γ `S λa:K.c : Πa:K.k

Γ `S c : Πa:K.k Γ `S A : K

Γ `S c A : k[A/a]

Γ `S A : P Γ, u:A `S c : k

Γ `S λu:A.c : Πu:A.k

Γ `S c : Πu:A.k Γ; ε `S,∅ M : A

Γ `S c M : k[M/u]

Γ `S τ1 : T Γ `S τ2 : T

Γ `S τ1 → τ2 : T

Γ `S τ1 : T Γ `S τ2 : T

Γ `S τ1 × τ2 : T

Γ `S k kind Γ, α:k ` τ : T

Γ `S Πα:k.τ : T

Γ `S k kind Γ, α:k ` τ : T

Γ `S Σα:k.τ : T

Γ `S K pkind Γ, a:K ` τ : T

Γ `S Πa:K.τ : T

Γ `S K pkind Γ, a:K ` τ : T

Γ `S Σa:K.τ : T

Γ `S A : P Γ, u:A ` τ : T

Γ `S Πu:A.τ : T

Γ `S A : P Γ, u:A ` τ : T

Γ `S Σu:A.τ : T

Γ `S A : P+ Γ `S τ : T

Γ `S A( τ : T

Γ `S c : k Γ `S k = k′ kind

Γ `S c : k′

Γ `S c1 = c2 : k

Γ `S α = α : k
(Γ(α) = k)

Γ `S ck = ck : k
(S(ck) = k)

Γ, α:k1 `S c1 = c2 : k2
Γ `S k′1 = k1 kind Γ `S k′′1 = k1 kind

Γ `S λα:k′1.c1 = λα:k′′1 .c2 : k1 → k2

Γ `S c1 = c2 : k1 → k2 Γ `S c′1 = c′2 : k1

Γ `S c1 c′1 = c2 c′2 : k2

Γ, a:K `S c1 = c2 : k
Γ `S K1 = K pkind Γ `S K′

2 = K pkind

Γ `S λα:K1.c1 = λα:K2.c2 : Πa:K.k

Γ `S c1 = c2 : Πa:K.k Γ `S A1 = A2 : K

Γ `S c1 A1 = c2 A2 : k[A1/a]

Γ, u:A `S c1 = c2 : k
Γ `S A1 = A : P Γ `S A2 = A : P

Γ `S λu:A1.c1 = λu:A2.c2 : Πu:A.k

Γ `S c1 = c2 : Πu:A.k Γ `S M1 = M2 : A

Γ `S c1 M1 = c2 M2 : k[M1/u]

Γ `S τ1 = τ2 : T Γ `S τ ′1 = τ ′2 : T

Γ `S τ1 → τ ′1 = τ2 → τ ′2 : T

Γ `S τ1 = τ2 : T Γ `S τ ′1 = τ ′2 : T

Γ `S τ1 × τ ′1 = τ2 × τ ′2 : T

Γ `S k1 = k2 kind Γ, α:k1 `S τ1 = τ2 : T

Γ `S Πα:k1.τ1 = Πα:k2.τ2 : T

Γ `S k1 = k2 kind Γ, α:k1 `S τ1 = τ2 : T

Γ `S Σα:k1.τ1 = Σα:k2.τ2 : T

Γ `S K1 = K2 pkind Γ, a:K1 `S τ1 = τ2 : T

Γ `S Πa:K1.τ1 = Πa:K2.τ2 : T

Γ `S K1 = K2 pkind Γ, a:K1 `S τ1 = τ2 : T

Γ `S Σa:K1.τ1 = Σa:K2.τ2 : T

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P Γ, u:A1 `S τ1 = τ2 : T

Γ `S Πu:A1.τ1 = Πu:A2.τ2 : T

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P Γ, u:A1 `S τ1 = τ2 : T

Γ `S Σu:A1.τ1 = Σu:A2.τ2 : T

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P+ Γ `S τ1 = τ2 : T

Γ `S A1 ( τ1 = A2 ( τ2 : T

Γ `S c1 = c2 : k Γ `S k = k′ kind

Γ `S c1 = c2 : k′

Γ, α:k1 `S c1 : k2 Γ `S c2 : k1

Γ `S (λα:k1.c1) c2 = c1[c2/α] : k2

Γ, a:K `S c : k Γ `S A : K

Γ `S (λa:K.c) A = c[A/a] : k[A/a]

Γ `S A : P Γ, u:A `S c : k Γ `S M : A

Γ `S (λu:A.c) M = c[M/u] : k[M/u]

Γ `S k1 kind Γ, α:k1 `S c1 α = c2 α : k2

Γ `S c1 = c2 : k1 → k2

Γ `S K pkind Γ, a:K `S c1 a = c2 a : k

Γ `S c1 = c2 : Πa:K.k

Γ `S A : P Γ, u:A `S c1 u = c2 u : k

Γ `S c1 = c2 : Πu:A.k

Γ `S c : k

Γ `S c = c : k

Γ `S c2 = c2 : k

Γ `S c1 = c2 : k

Γ `S c1 = c2 : k Γ `S c2 = c3 : k

Γ `S c1 = c3 : k

Γ; ∆ `S,R e : τ

Γ; ε `S,∅ x : τ
(Γ(x) = τ)

Γ; ε `S,∅ ek : τ
(S(ek) = τ)

Γ `S τ1 : T Γ, x:τ1; ε `S,∅ e : τ2

Γ; ε `S,∅ λx:τ1.e : τ1 → τ2

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 e1 : τ1 → τ2 Γ; ∆2 `S,R2 e2 : τ1

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 e1e2 : τ2

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 e1 : τ1 Γ; ∆2 `S,R2 e2 : τ2

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 〈e1, e2〉 : τ1 × τ2

Γ; ∆ `S,r e : τ1 × τ2

Γ; ∆ `S,R πie : τi
(i = 1, 2)

Γ `S k kind Γ, α:k; ε `S,∅ e : τ

Γ; ε `S,∅ λα:k.e : Πα:k.τ

Γ; ∆ `S,R e : Πα:k.τ Γ `S c : k

Γ; ∆ `S,R e c : τ [c/α]

Γ `S c : k Γ, α:k `S τ : T Γ; ∆ `S,R e : τ [c/α]

Γ; ∆ `S,R pack 〈c, e〉 as Σα:k.τ : Σα:k.τ

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 e1 : Σα:k.τ

(Γ, α:k, x:τ); ∆2 `S,R2 e2 : τ ′

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 let 〈α, x〉 = e1 in e2 : τ ′
Γ `S K pkind Γ, a:K; ε `S,∅ e : τ

Γ; ε `S,∅ λa:K.e : Πa:K.τ

Γ; ∆ `S,R e : Πa:K.τ Γ `S A : K

Γ; ∆ `S,R e A : τ [A/a]

Γ `S A : K
Γ, a:K `S τ : T Γ; ∆ `S,R e : τ [A/a]

Γ; ∆ `S,R pack 〈A, e〉 as Σa:K.τ : Σa:K.τ

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 e1 : Σa:K.τ

(Γ, a:K, x:τ); ∆2 `S,R2 e2 : τ ′

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 let 〈a, x〉 = e1 in e2 : τ ′
Γ `S A : P Γ, u:A; ε `S,∅ e : τ

Γ; ε `S,∅ λu:A.e : Πu:A.τ

Γ; ∆ `S,R e : Πu:A.τ Γ; ε `S,∅ M : A

Γ; ∆ `S,R e M : τ [M/u]

Γ; ε `S,∅ M : A
Γ, u:A `S τ : T Γ; ∆ `S,R e : τ [M/u]

Γ; ∆ `S,R pack 〈M, e〉 as Σu:A.τ : Σu:A.τ

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 e1 : Σu:A.τ

(Γ, u:A, x:τ); ∆2 `S,R2 e2 : τ ′

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 let 〈u, x〉 = e1 in e2 : τ ′

Γ `S A : P+

Γ; û:A `S,∅ e : τ

Γ; ε `S,∅ λ̂u:A.e : A( τ

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 e : A( τ
Γ; ∆2 `S,R2 M : A

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 eˆM : τ

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 M : A1 ⊗ A2
Γ; (∆2, u1 :̂A1, u2 :̂A2) `S,R2 e : τ

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 let 〈〈u1, u2〉〉 = M in e : τ

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 M : 1 Γ; ∆2 `S,R2 e : τ

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 let ? = M in e : τ

Γ; ∆ `S,R e : τ Γ `S τ = τ ′ : T

Γ; ∆ `S,R e : τ ′
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Γ `S K pkind

Γ `S P pkind Γ `S P+ pkind

Γ `S A : P Γ, u:A `S K pkind

Γ `S Πu:A.K pkind

Γ `S K1 = K2 pkind

Γ `S K pkind

Γ `S K = K pkind

Γ `S K2 = K1 pkind

Γ `S K1 = K2 pkind

Γ `S K1 = K2 pkind Γ `S K2 = K3 pkind

Γ `S K1 = K3 pkind

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P Γ, u:A1 `S K1 = K2 pkind

Γ `S Πu:A1.K1 = Πu:A2.K2 pkind

Γ `S A : K

Γ `S a : K
(Γ(a) = K)

Γ `S Ak : K
(S(Ak) = K)

Γ `S A1 : P Γ, u:A1 `S A2 : K

Γ `S λu:A1.A2 : Πu:A1.K

Γ `S A : Πu:A′.K Γ; ε `S,∅ M : A′

Γ `S A M : K[M/u]

Γ `S A1 : P Γ, u:A1 `S A2 : P

Γ `S Πu:A1.A2 : P

Γ `S A1 : P Γ `S A2 : P

Γ `S A1 ( A2 : P

Γ `S A1 : P Γ `S A2 : P

Γ `S A1 & A2 : P Γ `S > : P

Γ `S A1 : P+ Γ `S A2 : P+

Γ `S A1 ⊗ A2 : P+ Γ `S 1 : P+

Γ `S A : P

Γ `S A : P+

Γ `S A : K Γ `S K = K′ pkind

Γ `S A : K′

Γ `S A1 = A2 : K

Γ `S a = a : K
(Γ(a) = K)

Γ `S Ak = Ak : K
(S(Ak) = K)

Γ `S A1 = A2 : K Γ `S A2 = A3 : K

Γ `S A1 = A3 : K

Γ `S A1 = A2 : Πu : B.K Γ `S M1 = M2 : B

Γ `S A1 M1 = A2 M2 : K[M1/u]

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P Γ, u:A1 `S A′1 = A′2 : P

Γ `S Πu:A1.A′1 = Πu:A2.A′2 : P

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P Γ `S A′1 = A′2 : P

Γ `S A1 ( A′1 = A2 ( A′2 : P

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P Γ `S A′1 = A′2 : P

Γ `S A1 & A′1 = A2 & A′2 : P

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P+ Γ `S A′1 = A′2 : P+

Γ `S A1 ⊗ A′1 = A2 ⊗ A′2 : P+

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P

Γ `S A1 = A2 : P+
Γ `S A2 = A1 : K

Γ `S A1 = A2 : K

Γ, u:A `S A′1 = A′2 : K
Γ `S A : P Γ `S A1 = A : P Γ `S A2 = A : P

Γ `S λu:A1.A′1 = λu:A2.A′2 : Πu:A.K

Γ `S B : P
Γ, u:B `S A1 = A2 : K Γ; ε `S M1 = M2 : B

Γ `S (λu:B.A1) M1 = A2[M2/u] : K[M1/u]

Γ `S B : P
Γ, u:B `S A1 u = A2 u : K

Γ `S A1 = A2 : Πu:B.K

Γ; ∆ `S,R M : A

Γ; ε `S,∅ u : A
(Γ(u) = A)

Γ; û:A `S,∅ u : A Γ; ε `S,∅ Mk : A
(S(Mk) = A)

Γ; ε `S,{Mlk:A} Mlk : A

Γ `S A1 : P Γ `S A2 : P
Γ, u:A1; ∆ `S,R M : A2

Γ; ∆ `S,R λu:A1.M : Πu:A1.A2

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 : Πu:A1.A2Γ; ε `S,∅ M2 : A1

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1M2 : A2[M2/u]

Γ `S A1 : P Γ `S A2 : P
Γ; ∆, u:A1 `S,R M : A2

Γ; ∆ `S,R λ̂u:A1.M : A1 ( A2

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 M1 : A1 ( A2
Γ; ∆2 `S,R2 M2 : A1

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 M1ˆM2 : A2

Γ `S A1 : P Γ `S A2 : P
Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 : A1 Γ; ∆ `S,R M2 : A2

Γ; ∆ `S,R 〈M1, M2〉 : A1 & A2

Γ; ∆ `S,R M : A1 & A2

Γ; ∆ `S,R πiM : Ai
(i = 1, 2)

Γ; ∆ `S,R 〈〉 : >
Γ; ∆ `S,R M : A Γ `S A = A′ : P

Γ; ∆ `S,R M : A′ Γ; ε `S,∅ ? : 1

Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 M1 : A1 Γ; ∆2 `S,R2 M2 : A2

Γ; ∆1, ∆2 `S,R1]R2 〈〈M1, M2〉〉 : A1 ⊗ A2

Γ; ∆ `S M1 = M2 : A

Γ; ε `S,∅ u = u : A
(Γ(u) = A)

Γ; û:A `S,∅ u = u : A Γ; ε `S,∅ Mk = Mk : A
(S(Mk) = A)

Γ; ε `S,{Mlk:A} Mlk = Mlk : A

Γ, u:A `S,R M1 = M2 : B
Γ `S A1 = A : P Γ `S A2 = A : P

Γ; ∆ `S,R λu:A1.M1 = λu:A2.M2 : Πu:A.B

Γ; ε `S,∅ N1 = N2 : A
Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : Πu:A.B

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 N1 = M2 N2 : B[N1/u]

Γ; ∆, û:A `S,R M1 = M2 : B
Γ `S A1 = A : P Γ `S A2 = A : P

Γ; ∆ `S,R λ̂u:A1.M1 = λ̂u:A2.M2 : A( B

Γ; ∆2 `S,R2 N1 = N2 : A
Γ; ∆1 `S,R1 M1 = M2 : A( B

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 M1ˆN1 = M2ˆN2 : B

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A
Γ; ∆ `S,R N1 = N2 : B

Γ; ∆ `S,R 〈M1, N1〉 = 〈M2, N2〉 : A & B

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A1 & A2

Γ; ∆ `S,R πiM1 = πiM2 : Ai
(i = 1, 2)

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A′ Γ `S A′ = A : P

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A

Γ; ∆ `S,R M2 = M1 : A

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A Γ; ∆ `S,R M2 = M3 : A

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M3 : A

Γ, u:A; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : B
Γ `S A : P Γ; ε `S,∅ N1 = N2 : A

Γ; ∆ `S,R (λu:A.M1) N1 = M2[N2/u] : B[N1/u]

Γ; ∆1, û:A `S,R1 M1 = M2 : B
Γ `S A : P Γ; ∆2 `S,R2 N1 = N2 : A

Γ; (∆1, ∆2) `S,R1]R2 (λ̂u:A.M1)ˆN1 = M2[N2/u] : B

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = N1 : A1
Γ; ∆ `S,R M2 = N2 : A2

Γ; ∆ `S,R πi〈M1, M2〉 = Ni : Ai

Γ `S A : P
Γ, u:A; ∆ `S,R M1 u = M2 u : B

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : Πu:A.B

Γ `S A : P
Γ; ∆, û:B `S,R M1ˆu = M2ˆu : B

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A( B

Γ; ∆ `S,R π1M1 = π1M2 : A
Γ; ∆ `S,R π2M1 = π2M2 : B

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : A & B

Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 : > Γ; ∆ `S,R M2 : >
Γ; ∆ `S,R M1 = M2 : >
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